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Abstract
In the soil, different biogeological cycles intertwine, interact and influence each other.
Among these, the Dissimilatory Fe2+/Fe3+ reduction cycle plays a key role in many bio-
geochemical process as bioremediation and degradation of organic matter occurring in
the soil and it is intimately influenced by ecohydrological conditions.

In order to model the dynamics of the biomass mediated dissimilatory iron reduction
under fluctuating saturation’s condition it is necessary to use equations that couple both
reaction and transport terms.
In a first step, an analytical study of the model proposed by Calabrese and Porporato,
which models the time evolution of the redox couple Fe2+/Fe3+ in soil as a single biore-
actor, will be carried out. After studying the fixed points of the reactive terms and
performing an instability analysis of the stationary solutions, the dynamics of Fe2+, Fe3+,
carbon substrate and population of Fe-reducers will be simulated under different ecohy-
drological scenarios.

The model will be then extended to its spatial explicit formulation by hosting the reaction
terms in a multi-layered soil framework. Further simulations will be carried out under
different ecohydrological conditions to investigate the differences and challenges of the
implemented model when coupled to the stochasticity of rainfall events. In a multi-layer
soil, substantial differences between the surface layers and the deeper ones occur. Such
differences are given by different hydrological inputs and more realistic carbon sources
such as spatial distribution of litter fall and spatial dependent evapotranspiration rates.
This space explicit formulation highlights also the importance of internal fluxes and so-
lute exchange that occur between layers that can trigger instabilities not expected in the
single layer formulation.

Finally, by means of the Nernst equation, the time-resolved dynamics of the Fe2+, Fe3+
redox reaction allows to predict the rate change of the redox potential when the system is
subjected to regular oxic/anoxic oscillations. The output of the model is then compared
with a space-time data series of soil moisture and redox potential measured in a column
experiment.

Keywords
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Résumé
Dans le sol, différents cycles biogéologiques s’entrecroisent, interagissent et s’influencent
mutuellement. Parmi eux, le cycle de réduction dissimilatrice Fe2+/Fe3+ joue un rôle clé
dans de nombreux processus biogéochimiques, tels que la bioremédiation et la dégradation
de la matière organique se produisant dans le sol. Ce cycle est intimement influencé par
les conditions écohydrologiques.
Afin de modéliser la dynamique de la réduction dissimilatrice du fer médiée par la
biomasse dans des conditions de saturation fluctuante, il est nécessaire d’utiliser des
équations qui couplent à la fois les termes de réaction et de transport.
Dans un premier temps, une étude analytique du modèle proposé par Calabrese et Por-
porato, qui modélise l’évolution temporelle du couple redox Fe2+/Fe3+ dans le sol comme
un bioréacteur unique, sera réalisée. Après avoir étudié les points fixes des termes réactifs
et effectué une analyse d’instabilité des solutions stationnaires, les dynamiques de Fe2+,
de Fe3+, du substrat carboné ainsi que de la population de Fe-réducteurs sera simulée
dans le cadre de différents scénarios écohydrologiques.
Le modèle sera ensuite étendu à sa formulation spatiale explicite, en hébergeant les termes
de réaction dans un cadre de sol multicouche. D’autres simulations seront également ef-
fectuées dans différentes conditions écohydrologiques, permettant d’étudier les différences
et les défis du modèle mis en œuvre lorsque ce dernier est couplé à la stochasticité des
événements pluvieux. Dans un sol multicouche, des différences substantielles apparaissent
entre les couches de surface et les couches plus profondes. Ces différences sont données par
des entrées hydrologiques différentes et des sources de carbone plus réalistes, tels que la
distribution spatiale de la litière et les taux d’évapotranspiration dépendants de l’espace.
Cette formulation explicite dans l’espace met également en évidence l’importance des flux
internes et des échanges de solutés qui se produisent entre les couches, et qui peuvent
déclencher des instabilités non prévues dans la formulation à une seule couche.
Finalement, au moyen de l’équation de Nernst, la dynamique résolue dans le temps de
la réaction d’oxydoréduction Fe2+, Fe3+ permet de prédire le changement du taux du
potentiel d’oxydoréduction lorsque le système est soumis à des oscillations régulières
oxique/anoxique. Le résultat du modèle est ensuite comparé à une série de données
spatio-temporelles de l’humidité du sol et du potentiel redox, mesurés dans une expérience
en colonne.

Mots-clés

Humidité du sol, réduction dissimilatrice du fer, interactions des cycles hydrologique et
redox, potentiel redox, contrôle écohydrologique, modélisation du sol.
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1 Introduction
It is commonly accepted that climate changes of the incoming years will affect - and be
affected - by hydrological cycling [1], [2]. How these changes affect soil dynamics such
as saturation levels, biogeochemical cycles and the evolution of microbial communities is
a crucial point. Indeed, rainfall regime naturally influences the saturation levels of the
soil and therefore a change in rainfall generates transition between anaerobic and aerobic
conditions. This fluctuations in oxygen availability have a direct impact in the redox
potential of the soil [3], [4]. The latter, represents the tendency of the soil to accept or
donate electrons to the embedded environment and is considered the major marker, if
not a driver, of soil microbial activity [5].

The complex structure of the soil, being a porous medium, allows the co-existence of
areas with high levels of saturation even during periods without rain. Similarly, during
rainy periods, some soil areas may have relatively low saturation. This makes it difficult
to predict whether the soil is in aerobic or anaerobic conditions. The influence between
climate and soil is then reciprocal, as soil respiration produces CO2 and thus influences
the carbon cycle, which is closely linked to climate change [6]. Indeed, representing soil
respiration one of the leading factors in realising CO2 in the atmosphere, understanding
how quickly the microbial community responds and adapts when subjected to environ-
mental changes is therefore crucial, in order to predict soil response to climate change.

Redox cycles, carbon cycle and other biogeochemical process are closely interconnected in
the soil [7]. They are governed by soil parameters and interactions with the hydrological
cycle, as well as soil surface processes such as plants uptake and evaporation [8]. Further,
the change in pH caused by the switching in the oxidation state of ions influences chem-
ical and surface properties of dissolved material affecting the transport and reaction of
colloids and bio-colloids in the soil [9], [10].

One of the most important drivers of the reactions taking place in the soil is soil moisture
dynamics as it directly impacts the amount of oxygen in the soil and thus it governs tran-
sitions between oxic/anoxic conditions [11]. Soil moisture dynamics is governed by the
balance between the external positive inputs such as rainfall and negative outputs such as
evaporation, transpiration and leakage [12], [8] and it intimately governs the spatial distri-
bution, the temporal availability and the transport of solute dissolved in the liquid phase.

In this context, particular relevance in the panorama of the geochemically process that
naturally takes place in soils, aquatic sediments, and subsurface environments is Dissim-
ilatory Fe(III) reduction which is the process by which microorganisms transfer electrons
to external ferric iron [Fe(III)], reducing it to ferrous iron [Fe(II)] [13], [14]. It has an
important role in the degradation of organic matter as oxidation of natural and contam-
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inant organic compounds being, thus, a useful agent for bioremediation of contaminated
sedimentary environments [15], and an important plant nutrient at the level of soil sur-
face [16], [17].

In the soil, iron is generally found in the reduced form Fe2+ and in the oxidized form
Fe3+ [18]. The reduced form Fe2+ is a product of mineral wheatering [11], [16] and its
redox chemistry is mainly controlled by microorganisms [19].
In saturated conditions, oxygen levels in the soil decrease and facultative microorganisms
that decompose organic matter switch from oxygen to alternative electron acceptors. If
oxygen is not available as an electron acceptor, more energetically profitable - therefore
more quickly consumed - alternatives are represented by NO−

3 , Mn4+ and finally, Fe3+
compounds [20]. It is clear now that catching the timing over which soil moisture crosses
specific value of saturation and for how long these saturation levels are maintained is the
key point in describing the Fe3+/Fe2+ cycles.

In this context of interactions between the different biogeochemical cycles, and the hy-
drogeological cycle, this project has the ambition to study and model these interactions
under different ecohydrological scenarios.

From one side, to the best of our knowledges, the role of Fe3+/Fe2+ reduction cycles for
microbial activity has been exhaustively explained and modeled in therm of the Dissim-
ilatory iron reduction process. However, its interplay with soil moisture dynamics has
been formulated only at the single bioreactor’s level [11]. In this formulation, the spatial
and temporal evolution of soil moisture dynamics are lumped in a ’single layer’ frame-
work . On the other side, there is a robust past and recent literature on explicit spatial
schemes to model soil moisture dynamics [21], [22], [23], that resolves depth’s dependency
of moisture level and flux exchange between different layers.

Under this perspective, the motivation of this work becomes straightforward and aims to
formulate a model that couples spatial distribution of soil moisture, transport process and
Fe2-3 dynamics. Before that, we will introduce in the next chapter the spatial lumped
model formulated by Calabrese and Porporato [11] focusing on the coupling between
hydrological process and reaction terms.
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2 The Model for Fe2+ - Fe3+ reduction
The reference model for the Fe2+ - Fe3+ cycle studied is the one referred to the "Dis-
similatory iron reduction" that has been formulated by Calabrese and Porporato [11]
where the time evolution of the concentrations of the two species is encoded in terms of
coupled non linear ordinary differential equations (ODES). Although the choice of non
linear coupling, rather than simply linear relation, might be arbitrary, it turns out that
they better describe more realistic scenarios of concentration’s dependent dynamics.

2.1 Iron balance equation

The balance equation for Fe2+ iron is modelled as follows:

dFe2+

dt
= MW +RED −OX − UP − LFe2+ (1)

dFe3+

dt
= OX −RED (2)

Iron Fe2+ dynamics is characterised by a positive and constant increasing rate coming
from the mineral weathering, MW, which represents the release of iron from Fe-minerals
present in the soil. Being MW a term that varies very slowly over time compared to the
rest of the iron dynamics is considered constant in this model. Furthermore, the redox
couple Fe2+ − Fe3+ must then to include the terms of the reduction (RED) and the
oxidation (OX) which describe the rate at which Fe3+ is reduced to Fe2+ and the latter
is oxidised into Fe3+ respectively. The two reactions may happen simultaneously and the
two terms will appear in the evolution of concentration of both the two species (obviously,
with opposite signs). Under the assumptions that reduction is a process biomass mediated
while oxidation can happen faster by and it is induced by just oxygen availability, the
explicit equation for RED and OX are the following:

RED = f(s) · kred ·BM · C · Fe3+ (3)

and

OX = g(s) · kox · (Fe2+ − Fe2+r ) (4)

.
The reduction rate, RED, is considered to be the multiplication of the amount of sub-
strate carbon C, of Fe-reducers (or biomass) BM, and the amount of Fe3+ available. As
reducing conditions occurs in high saturation levels, a further term f(s) is multiplied that
is a function of the soil moisture. The oxidation rate, OX, is proportional to the difference
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between the amount of Fe2+ in the soil and a constant amount of Fe2+r considered resis-
tant to oxidation. Then, as oxidation is triggered at low saturation levels, a modulating
function g(s) is multiplied.

The modulating functions f(s) and g(s) depend on soil moisture and describe the presence
and influence of oxygen available in the soil for reduction and oxidation, at respectively
high and low soil moisture values. The following equations are thus employed:

f(s) =

{
0 if s < sfc

(
s−sfc
1−sfc

)β if s ≥ sfc
(5)

g(s) =

{
1 if s < sfc

1− (
s−sfc
1−sfc

)ζ if s ≥ sfc
(6)

Soil field capacity sfc is included in this process as a threshold parameter, which imposes
that for low saturation levels reduction does not take place and oxidation is not limited
by oxygen.

Finally, as Fe2+ is present as released in the liquid phase in its equation there are two
negative terms in eq. (1), UP and LFe2+ which represent the iron Fe2+ lost from the soil
through respectively plant uptake and leakage.

2.1.1 Carbon and Biomass dynamics

The balance equations for organic carbon and the population of Fe-reducers (also biomass)
are as follows:

dC

dt
= ADD +BD −DECaer −DECred (7)

dBM

dt
= GBM −BD (8)

With regard to carbon dynamics, there are two positive terms, litter fall ADD, which
considers the deposition of plants, leaves and residues as a source of organic carbon, and
biomass decay BD,

BD = kBD ·BM (9)

which represents the proportion of carbon that becomes available after the death of
microbes which is modeled as a first order decay rate with constant rate kBD. Carbon is
then consumed by aerobic respiration DECaer,

DECaer = kaer · φ(s) · C (10)

which is proportional to the carbon present in the soil C times decomposition rate kaer
and depends on soil moisture according to the modulation function φ(s),

φ(s) =

{
s
sfc

if s < sfc
1−s

1−sfc
if s ≥ sfc

(11)
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The choice of φ(s) reflects that aerobic respiration is considered to be linearly increasing
in aerobic condition and hyperbolically decreasing for high soil moisture level. The con-
sumption of carbon for the dissimilatory reduction, DECred, is the proportional to the
term RED:

DECred = α ·RED (12)

time a normalisation factors, α, that represents the grams of carbon decomposed per
mole of iron reduced. Finally, the biomass growth is then considered to be proportional
to the RED terms as follow :

GBM = r ·RED. (13)

It is important to point out that the choice for the biomass growth of a kinetic equation of
a third order, where C, BM and Fe3+ are multiplied is not unique. Often, a second order
is preferred: in that case the concentration of C (equally for Fe3+), where non limiting
the reaction, can be included in the definition of the biomass growth rate. Otherwise,
other authors adopt for the Fe3+ [24] or carbon concentration [7] a Michaelis–Menten
rate equation [25] if concentration of the substratum can represent a limiting factor. In
the event that the biomass growth is limited by other finite size effects, a more suitable
solution is represented by a logistic equation for BM where the growth asymptotically
converges as the biomass reaches his carrying capacity.

2.2 Hydrological equations

For soil moisture, the more general balance equation is as follows:

η · Z · ds
dt

= R−Q− E − T − L (14)

where η is the soil porosity, Z the soil depth, R is the rainfall and Q is the runoff, i.e.
the part of the rainfall that does not infiltrate the soil. The term leakage/percolation, L,
represents the water lost from the soil due to gravity when soil moisture is greater than
the soil field capacity. Transpiration, T, is water removed from the soil through plants
and the parameter E represents the evaporation. Note that the total volume of water per
unit ground area is given by the product η · Z · s.

As in previous studies [12], [8] all this term will be reduced to exponential (for the leakage)
or polynomial expression (for evaporation and transpiration) of the soil moisture. Thus,
the water removed from the soil by transpiration depends on soil moisture s.

T (s) =


0 if s ≤ sw

( s−sw
s∗−sw ) · Tmax if sw < s < s∗

Tmax if s ≥ s∗
(15)
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There are two reference thresholds which are the soil wilting point, sw, and the point
of incipient water stress s∗. If the soil moisture is lower than the soil wilting point the
transpiration is zero, if the soil moisture is higher than the point of incipient water stress
the transpiration is maximum, Tmax, and equal to the potential transpiration.

Evaporation is similar but with different threshold values: the soil hygroscopic point, shp,
as the first threshold and the soil wilting point, sw, as the second threshold, after which
evaporation is maximum Emax.

E(s) =


0 if s ≤ shp

(
s−shp
sw−shp

) · Emax if shp < s < sw

Emax if s ≥ sw

(16)

Concerning the water loss due to leakage/percolation, this also depends on soil moisture,
s, and only starts when soil moisture exceeds the soil field capacity, sfc, which is the
threshold after which the soil starts draining by gravity [26].

L(s) =

{
0 if s < sfc

Ksat · ( s−sfc1−sfc
)c if s ≥ sfc

(17)

Leakage is proportional to saturated hydraulic conductivity and, as mentioned, increases
exponentially, according to the leakage exponent c, with increasing soil moisture.

In some scenarios that will be illustrated in this document, starting from a stochastic
rainfall, the above equation will be applied to obtain a soil moisture series. In other cases
a soil moisture series already available will be used directly.

2.2.1 Plant Uptake, UP

The plant uptake (UP) represents the amount of iron Fe2+ subtracted by plants from
the soil as they take up water from the soil via their roots (transpiration). The value is
proportional to the concentration of iron Fe2+ in the soil and it is modelled as follows:

UP = T (s) · [Fe2+] = T (s) · Fe2+

η · s · Zr
(18)

where T(s) is the transpiration rate computed according to the eq. (15), η the soil
porosity, s the soil moisture and Zr the depth of root zone. The total volume of water
per unit ground area is given by the product η · s · Zr.

2.2.2 Loss of Fe2+ via Percolation/Leakage

Part of the iron Fe2+ contained in the soil is lost due to leakage. This loss is proportional
to the percolation rate and the to concentration of iron in the soil and it is modelled as
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follows:

LFe2+ = L(s) · [Fe2+] = L(s) · Fe2+

η · s · Z
(19)

where L(s) is the percolation/leakage rate computed according to the eq. (17), η the soil
porosity, s the soil moisture and Z the soil depth. The total volume of water per unit
ground area is given by the product η · s · Z.

7



3 Methodology

After the model’s formulation, its equations will be analytically studied in order to gain a
better understanding of its behaviour. First of all, the stationary solutions, i.e. the fixed
points, of the system will be derived in order to analytically derive toward which config-
urations the system will evolve in the absence of external perturbations. In addition, a
qualitative instability analysis will be carried out on the restricted carbon-biomass system
that dictates whether and when the system will converge or not toward a stable solution.
This analytical study will therefore allow us to know in advance what the results of the
most simplistic simulations may be, and will also be useful for interpreting simulations
of more complex scenarios.

Several different scenarios will be simulated in order to i) validate the results of the
analytical calculations and ii) to have reference outputs and to analyse the influence of
some key parameters on the model. Particularly:

• to provide insights about the impact of each single process to the overall dynamics.

• to yield a tool to interpret experimental data collected from column to field scale.

By considering soil as a single bioreactor, scenarios with more realistic ADD term with
constant soil moisture are modeled as they represent suitable conditions for laboratory
scale where both soil moisture and organic carbon supply can be controlled during the
soil preparation and the ongoing experiment.

Differently, scenarios characterised by stochastic rainfall regime and seasonal variations
for litter fall are included as though to be more appropriate for field experiments.

The model will be then formulated on a 1D vertical lattice support that represents the
different layers along the depth. In this case, evapotranspiration will be included in the
top two layers and the role of internal fluxes and the differences in inputs for the different
layers will be studied.

Finally, the model will be fed with a previously collected dataset of soil moisture oscil-
lations where oxic/anoxic phases cyclically alternated in a lysimeter experiment. The
simulated time evolution of the concentrations of the two species Fe2+-Fe3+ will be used
to extrapolate information on the rate of change of redox potential and the results will
be compared with the time series of fluctuating redox potential that has been monitored
during the same experiment.
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4 Fixed point characterization
4.1 Fixed point derivation

The nonlinearities of the systems of equations (1), (2), (7) and (8) can be a priori handled
by an instability analysis to understand whether and when the system converges to a
steady state solution [27]. To better understand at which level transport and reaction
are interconnected, the analysis for the reaction term only is firstly developed and later
including the transport terms. The steady state solution is the condition where all the
time derivatives (eq. (1), (2), (7) and (8)) are equal to zero. It’s clear that, by neglecting
the UP and L terms in eq. (1) there is not fixed point solution for the couple Fe2+/Fe3+
as Fe2+ reaches the equilibrium if RED − OX compensate the MW term leading a
divergency in the Fe3+ for t to infinity. On the same line as the analysis performed by
Manzoni et. al. in [7] where a similar model has been adopted for the carbon-nitrogen
cycle in microbe-plant competition, a constant Fe3+ concentration is then assumed, since
Fe3+ is the fundamental electron acceptor that triggers the Fe2+/Fe3+ cycle. Under this
asumption the steady state solutions for the C, BM and Fe2+ term are the following:

C =
a0
Fe3+

(20)

where a0 = kBD
r·f(s)·kred

,

BM = a1 +
a2
Fe3+

(21)

with a1 = −ADD
kBD−α·kBD

r

and a2 = kaer·φ(s)·kBD
r·f(s)·kred·(kBD−α·kBD

r
)
respectively, and

Fe2+ = a3 +
a4
Fe3+

(22)

where a3 =
MW+

kBD
r

·a1
g(s)·kox + Fe2+0 and a4 =

kBD
r

·a2
g(s)·kox .

Finally, including the LFe2+ term, it is possible to derive the following steady solution for
Fe2+:

Fe2+ = a5 +
a6
Fe3+

(23)
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where a5=
MW+

kBD
r

·a1+Fe2+r ·g(s)·kox
g(s)·kox+ L(s)

η·s·Zr

and a6=
kBD
r

·a2
g(s)·kox+ L(s)

η·s·Zr

.

In this case, when MW is equal to LFe2+ combining eq. (1) and (2), it is possible to zero
out the derivative of Fe3+ thus making the Fe3+ concentration converge. Indeed,

MW − LFe2+ = OX −RED (24)

and thus, if MW = LFe2+, it turns out that:

dFe3+

dt
= OX −RED = 0

It’s straightforward to extend the result including the UP contribution by replacing L
with the sum of all negative terms that comes from the transport process.

As expected and previously proved by Manzoni and D’Odorico in [7], [28], all the con-
stants appearing in solutions are functions of the time dependent variables ADD and s.

By numerically implementing the model of eq. (1), (2), (7), (8) with a time Euler forward
scheme written in MATLAB, it is possible to verify the results (see figure 2). Table 1
lists the values used within the framework of this project, any specific changes for certain
scenarios will be reported within the specific chapter. The parameters are mainly taken
from the reference in [11], the normalization factor (w) for the BM to convert number of
cells into kg of carbon when this appears in the term RED has been roughly estimated.
To verify the consistency of our implementation, in figure 1 is shown the result of our
calibration with s=1 to fit the data from the work of Ginn et. al. [29]. The plot in figure 1
shows the same agreement as the one showed in the work of Calabrese and Porporato [11].

Figure 1: Calibration curve: the model is calibrated to reproduc the dataset of [29].

In figure 2, instead, one can observe the dynamics of the variables for the two cases
mentioned, without LFe2+ and with LFe2+ =MW, in a scenario with constant soil moisture
s=0.9, and constant litter fall.
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Parameter Symbol Value Units
Porosity η 0.48 -
Soil field capacity sfc 0.8 -
Soil hygroscopic point shp 0.36 -
Soil wilting point sw 0.42 -
Point of incipient water stress s∗ 0.76 -
Saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat 0.045 m/d
Leakage exponent c 6 -
Amount of Fe2+ resistant to oxidation Fe2+r 0.05 mmol/kg
Biomass decay rate kbd 0.023 1/d
Parameter for reduction limitation f(s) β 2 -
Parameter for oxidation limitation g(s) ζ 4 -
Aerobic decomposition rate kaer 2.7 · 10−4 1/d
Carbon decomposition rate α 0.1 1/d
Growth Fe reducers rate r 4 · 1010 cell/mmoles
Mineral weathering MW 0.08 mmol/kg/d
Reduction rate constant kred 8.89 · 10−15 kg2/cells/g/d
Reduction rate after normalizing BM kred,norm 0.2 kg2/cells/g/d
Oxidation rate constant kox 4.32 · 101 1/d

Table 1: Parameters used to make the simulations, any changes will be specified in the chapter
of interest.

First of all Fe3+ meets the expectations, in the case without LFe2+ it diverges with a slope
proportional to the MW, while in the case with LFe2+ = MW the derivative of Fe3+ can
be equal to 0 at the same time as the derivative of Fe2+ is equal to 0, so Fe3+ converges.
C fixed point is inversely proportional to Fe3+, once the system has reached "equilibrium",
in the case without LFe2+ given the increasing trend of Fe3+, carbon has a decreasing
trend. The relationship found analytically is also confirmed in the case with LFe2+ =
MW. It can be seen that for a converging Fe3+, C also converges.

At equilibrium the biomass is equal to the sum of a constant (a1) and another constant
(a2) divided by Fe3+. This means that if the concentration of Fe3+ is large enough as in
the case of the scenario without LFe2+ in figure 2, in which Fe3+ has an increasing trend,
the biomass can be approximated to the constant a1. Even in the case of a convergence
of Fe3+, the biomass tends to a constant. The two constants to which it tends in the two
cases, are similar but not the same, this is due to the fact that Fe3+ has a small influence.
Since the derivative of Fe2+ depends directly on LFe2+ , the solutions at equilibrium are
different in cases where the leakage term is present or absent. However, both are in the
same form, a constant a3 (and a5) plus another constant a4 (and a6) divided by Fe3+. Fe2+
is expected to converge to a value close to the constant a3 (or a5) when the concentration
of Fe3+ is sufficiently high as in the cases of the scenarios simulated in figure 2.
Finally, it can be observed that for the parameters used Fe2+, C and BM oscillate before
falling on their fixed point. In the next section, this phenomenon, among others, will be
investigated.
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Figure 2: Fixed point validation with a constant soil moisture s=0.9. The red colour represents
a scenario without LFe2+, while the blue colour represents a scenario with LFe2+ = MW. Top
left: time evolution of Fe2+ - Top right: time evolution of C - Center left: time evolution of
BM - Center right: zoomed time evolution of BM - Bottom left: time evolution of Fe3+ (without
LFe2+) - Bottom right: time evolution of Fe3+ (LFe2+ = MW).
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4.2 Instability analysis

Taking a cue from the instability analysis done by Manzoni and Porporato [7], it is
possible to analyse the Carbon and Biomass couple of equations under the assumption of
a constant Fe3+ concentration. For this purpose, we will perform an instability analysis to
predict whether and how the equilibrium is reached. This can be achieved by a standard
perturbation approach where the dynamics of the nonlinear term is linearized near the
steady state solution. To avoid a heavy notation, the step behind this technique can be
briefly summarised by referring to the following generic reaction equations:

∂C(t)

∂t
= u (C(t), BM(t))

∂BM(t)

∂t
= u (C(t), BM(t))

(25)

By Taylor expansion the reaction terms, the early evolution of a perturbation defined as
δC = C − C∗ and δBM = BM −BM∗ is governed by the following equation( ˙δC

˙δBM

)
= J

(
δC

δBM

)
(26)

where the dot represent the time derivative and J is the usual Jacobian matrix defined
as:

J =

(
uC uBM
vC vBM

)
.

evaluated in (C∗, BM∗). The system (26) admits solution that can be expressed in terms
of exponential function: (

Ae−λ1t

Be−λ2t

)
and their time evolution is governed by the Real and Imaginary part of the eigenvalues
λ1 and λ2. If the real part of the eigenvalue is negative the system is stable, if the real
part is positive the system is unstable. Furthermore, if the imaginary part is non-zero,
the system achieves stability by means of an oscillation, otherwise with an exponential
convergence.

By considering then the model of Calabrese and Porporato composed of eq. (7) and (8):{
dC
dt

= ADD +BD −DECaer −DECred
dBM
dt

= GBM −BD

and combining the eq. (10), (12), (9), (13), the Jacobian reads as follows:

J =

[
−kaer · φ(s)− α · f(s) · kred ·BM · Fe3+ kBD − α · f(s) · kred · C · Fe3+

r · f(s) · kred ·BM · Fe3+ r · f(s) · kred · C · Fe3+ − kBD

]
(27)
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with the eigenvalues:

λ1,2 =

ω +
α·(ω

r
−µ)

1−α
r

2 · kbd

±
ω +

α·(ω
r
−µ)

1−α
r

2 · kbd

2

+ (ω − r · µ)

1/2

(28)

where:
ω = kaer · φ(s) · kbd (29)

and
µ = ADD · f(s) · kred · Fe3+ (30)

The condition for which the imaginary part is non-zero is given by the following inequality:

∆(s) =

ω +
α·(ω

r
−µ)

1−α
r

2 · kbd

2

+ (ω − r · µ) < 0 (31)

It is interesting to note that the soil moisture, which appears implicitly via the func-
tions f(s) and φ(s), may be responsible for the existence of an imaginary part of the
eigenvalues. For a given range of fixed values of s, the variables C and BM will converge
oscillating around the fixed point while for other values of s, the convergence will be
exponential towards the fixed point. ADD also plays a key role as can be seen in figure 3
which illustrates the dependence of the imaginary part of the eigenvalue on s and ADD.

Figure 3: Instability region, ∆, as a function of s for different ADD obtained by numerical
integration of eq. (31). In the region of the parameters where ∆ is above zero, the Im(λ) are
different from zero and the system converges in an oscillating manner.

The importance of this analysis resides on the fact that, although oscillation of organic
carbon and microbial community are generally associated to changes in external output,
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this is not the case. Indeed, the system can exhibits inner fluctuations even for constant
environmental conditions, that are triggered by the nested nonlinear behavior of the two
species.
Figure 5 illustrates the "C vs BM curve" for a scenario with constant soil moisture and
constant ADD. In the figure it can be seen that the type of convergence depends on the
value of s. For some soil moisture the convergence is oscillating, for others it is not.

It is worthwhile to mention that by numerical implementation of (3) the real Real part
of the eigenvalues is always negative with the following consequence that self sustained
oscillations do not persist over time. This is absolutely not surprising as the the system
of eq. (7) and (8) resembles a "quasi" Lotka-Volterra type of dynamics where, rather,
oscillations persist and are not dumped.
The original formulation of the Lotka-Volterra [25] model must to include in this case a
positive term for the carbon, C, which is absent in the present formulation but it comes
out when the model will be formulated in the next sessions in its explicit spatial version
as an effect of internal fluxes.

To validate the instability analysis, soils with constant soil moisture ranging in the inter-
val between 0.8 and 1 at depth of 0.75 m are chosen.

Scenario with constant soil moisture and constant ADD

The results of the scenario with constant soil moisture and constant ADD are shown in
figures 4 and 5. The iron Fe3+ increases along the simulation, according to the equation
2, the oxidation term is larger than the reduction term so the concentration increases.
The growth rate is similar to the mineral weathering (MW) value, this comes from the
equation 1, in fact in this scenario the iron Fe2+ converges, its derivative becomes 0,
since the value of plant uptake is equal to 0, the Fe3+ growth is very close to the mineral
weathering value MW = 0.08 mmol/kg/d.

dFe3+

dt
= OX −RED 'MW

There are smears, not visible, in the Fe3+ growth when RED is greater than OX but the
general trend of Fe3+ corresponds to that of the "MW · t" curve.
Iron Fe2+ concentration, for soil moisture values of 0.8 and 0.82 falls directly on lower
values (first type of convergence), while for the other values of s it can be observed that
the concentration tends to stabilise after a period of oscillations (second type of con-
vergence). It can be observed that the duration of the oscillations depends on the soil
moisture, the higher the soil moisture the shorter the time the curve takes to stabilise.
The constant towards which iron Fe2+ tends can be calculated according to the equation
23.
The behaviour of carbon for different soil moisture is conceptually similar to that of Fe2+,
in fact for values of s=0.80 and s=0.82 it is observed to be completely different than for
the other values of s. Again for soil moisture between 0.84 and 0.90 oscillations occur
before an equilibrium is reached and again the higher the soil moisture the shorter the
duration of the oscillations. It can be seen from figure 4 that the C trend is slightly
negative, this is due to the relation 20, in fact the carbon fixed point decreases when Fe3+
increases. The same trend was already observed in the figure 2.
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Figure 4: Scenario with constant ADD = 0.01 [g/kg/d] , constant s, presence of LFe2+, for a
soil depth of 0.75 m. Colorbar represents the pattern for constant but different soil moisture
∈ [0.8− 0.9]. Top left: time evolution of Fe2+ - Top right: time evolution of Fe3+ - Center left:
time evolution of C - Center right: time evolution of BM- Bottom left: time evolution of OX -
Bottom right: time evolution of RED.

Fe2+ behaves similarly to BM, this is not surprising as the biomass represents the amount
of Fe-reducers, the larger this amount the more iron is reduced to its Fe2+ form. Con-
cerning the relationship between C and BM, soil moisture has a direct impact on the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian (equation 28) of the carbon-biomass system so it can change
the stability of the system and the way the "C vs BM curve" converges towards the fixed
points. In figure 5 it can be observed that for some values of s the convergence towards
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Figure 5: Scenario with constant ADD = 0.01[g/kg/d] , constant s, presence of LFe2+ , for a
soil depth of 0.75 m. Colorbar represents the pattern for constant but different soil moisture
∈ [0.8 − 0.9]. Left: time evolution of C vs BM curve - Right: time evolution of Fe2+ vs Fe3+

curve. (All scenarios have the same initial conditions).

the fixed points occurs through oscillations while for other values of the system it con-
verges exponentially. Note that the simulation is not long enough to see the convergence
of some curves.
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5 Soil as a single reactor
At the level of soil as a single bioreactor, the scenarios are chosen in order to have an
overview of the influence of soil moisture and litter fall on the model, in the light of the
results of the fixed points and instability analysis sections. The litter fall is a significant
parameter as it is an input that does not depend on soil characteristics and, differently
from the kinetic rate that are considered constant, litter fall depends drastically on sea-
sonally time scale in field experiments or in the soil preparation process at column scale
experiments. Firstly, different scenarios for the ADD will be explored for constant value
of soil moisture. To better observe the effect of soil moisture and litter fall, transpiration
and plant uptake is not taken into account in this section. In the second part, fluctuation
of soil moisture when soil is subjected to a stochastic rainfall regime will be included
and the extent to which the systems are sensitive to the two different external oscillating
inputs will be observed.

Litterfall (as ADD source) regimes
In order to study the influence of litter fall (ADD) on the model, two different realistic
regimes are explored. The first is characterized by an ADD that decays exponentially
over time: this regime is a crude representation of what can be a laboratory experiment
on a soil column, with the introduction of an initial amount of ADD that will then be
consumed along the experiment. A second regime was chosen with monthly changes: this
case is closer to a more realistic seasonal/monthly dynamic, the values are similar to the
range of values proposed by Calabrese and Porporato [11] and repeated for 10 years. The
two regimes characterized by variations are illustrated in figure 6.

5.1 Scenario with constant soil moisture and ADD that varies
monthly

This scenario is characterised by a constant soil moisture and a monthly varying litter
fall according to the trend observed in in the right-hand side of the figure 6. Figure 7
shows a larger soil moisture range, in this case from 0.5 to 1, while figures 8 and 10 go
into detail about what happens between soil moisture 0.8 and 0.9.
In figure 7, the behaviour of the model can be observed for a soil moisture equal to 1. In
that case the oxidation term (equation 4) is equal to 0 because the function g(s) (equation
6) is equal to zero. This represents a completely saturated soil, where oxygen is present
in very small quantities, not sufficient to allow the oxidation of iron. It can be seen that
Fe3+ decreases for a soil moisture = 1 as its derivative becomes equal to:
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Figure 6: ADD regimes. Left: ADD that decays along the simulation - Right: ADD that varies
monthly.

dFe3+

dt
= OX −RED = −RED

There are non-visible smears in the Fe3+ growth when RED is greater than OX but the
general trend of Fe3+ corresponds to that of the "MW · t" curve when soil moisture is
smaller than 1. This is why the Fe3+ plots will not be presented in future simulations as
they are repetitive.

In this scenario it can also be seen that the behaviour of the other variables is completely
different from soil moisture below 1 compared to when there is a soil moisture equal to 1.
In figure 7, not all the curves can be distinguished because they are superimposed. For
Fe2+ and Fe3+ two different behaviours are observed when soil moisture equals 1 or relax
to values slightly below 1 (the curve of s=0.9 covers all the others). In the case of the
biomass, OX rate and RED rate, the curve of s=0.8 covers all the curves with a lower
soil moisture. These considerations are at the origin of the investigation of what happens
between a soil moisture of 0.8 and a soil moisture of 0.9. Moreover, it can be observed
always in figure 7 the sensitivity of the model to values of s: a change of ∆s = 0.1 can
be responsible for completely different responses.

Focusing on the range of soil moisture between 0.8 and 0.9, one can observe the differ-
ences between a scenario with constant litter fall (commented above) illustrated in the
figure 4 and a scenario with monthly variable litter fall illustrated in the figure 8. It can
be seen that litter fall plays an important role in the dynamics of the model variables.
In fact, this was already known during the study of fixed points and during the stability
analysis, as the relationships found also depended on the litter fall. It is interesting to
note that the monthly litter fall evolution observed in the right-hand side of the figure 6
has a clearly visible impact in the carbon, C, curves as shown in figure 8.

Concerning Fe2+ and BM, fluctuations of ADD heavily affects their time evolution by
governing the curve’s course. This is not surprising as the fixed points of Fe2+ and BM
(equations 23 and 21 ) depend directly on the value of the ADD. Figure 9 illustrates the
effect of ADD on the temporal evolution of the BM for a soil moisture of s=0.9, it can
be seen that the BM responds to ADD peaks with a temporal lag.
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Figure 7: Scenario with ADD that varies monthly, constant s, presence of LFe2+, for a soil depth
of 0.75 m. Colorbar represents the pattern for constant but different soil moisture ∈ [0.5− 1.0].
Top left: time evolution of Fe2+ - Top right: time evolution of Fe3+ - Center left: time evolution
of C - Center right: time evolution of BM- Bottom left: time evolution of OX - Bottom right:
time evolution of RED.

With regard to the stability of the carbon-biomass system, one can observe in the figure
10 the "noise" that brings the ADD to oscillatory convergence for soil moisture above
0.84. This is due to the presence of the ADD term in the imaginary part of the eigenval-
ues (see equations 28 and 31) as expected from the instability analysis.
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Figure 8: Scenario with ADD that varies monthly, constant s, presence of LFe2+, for a soil depth
of 0.75 m. Colorbar represents the pattern for constant but different soil moisture ∈ [0.8− 0.9].
Top: time evolution of Fe2+ - Center left: time evolution of C - Center right: time evolution of
BM- Bottom left: time evolution of OX - Bottom right: time evolution of RED.
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Figure 9: Scenario with ADD that varies monthly, constant s=0.9, presence of LFe2+, for a soil
depth of 0.75 m. Effect of ADD on BM.

Figure 10: Scenario with ADD that varies monthly, constant s, presence of LFe2+, for a soil depth
of 0.75 m. Colorbar represents the pattern for constant but different soil moisture ∈ [0.8− 0.9].
Left: time evolution of C vs BM curve - Right time evolution of Fe2+ vs Fe3+ curve.
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5.2 Scenario with constant soil moisture and ADD that decays

Figure 11: Scenario with ADD that decays, constant s, presence of LFe2+, for a soil depth of
0.75 m. Colorbar represents the pattern for constant but different soil moisture ∈ [0.8 − 0.9].
Top: time evolution of Fe2+ - Center left: time evolution of C - Center right: time evolution of
BM - Bottom left: time evolution of OX - Bottom right: time evolution of RED.

This scenario is characterised by a constant soil moisture and a litter fall that decays
according to the trend observed in the left-hand side of the figure 6. Figures 11 and 12
refer to this scenario. In the figure 11 the trends are very similar to the scenario with
constant ADD, but one can see the form of decay given by the ADD in the plots of Fe2+
and BM. Very interesting is what occurs in the figure 12: for soil moisture above 0.84 the
carbon-biomass system starts to converge with oscillations that vanish when the ADD
falls below a certain threshold and starts to converge exponentially. Of course, the point
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Figure 12: Scenario with ADD that decays, constant s, presence of LFe2+, for a soil depth of
0.75 m. Colorbar represents the pattern for constant but different soil moisture ∈ [0.8 − 0.9].
Left: time evolution of C vs BM curve - Right: time evolution of Fe2+ vs Fe3+ curve.

of convergence also depends on the ADD and varies throughout the simulation. The
threshold of the ADD, responsible for the different behaviours, can be estimated from
the equation 31 or from figure 3.

5.3 Scenario with variable soil moisture (stochastic rainfall)

A scenario with variable soil moisture induced by a stochastic rainfall series following a
Poisson distribution is finally simulated. This Poisson process is characterized by the fre-
quency λ, representing the inverse of the mean inter-arrival times between two subsequent
rainfall events, and random rainfall intensity that are exponentially distributed with the
constraint that the total amount of water precipitated Pyear is fixed. The parameters of
the rain are listed in the table 2. The annual rainfall is set at 1.1 m/y, and is based
on a value that can be compared to annual rainfall in Switzerland. The average interval
between events is set at 5 days.

Parameter Symbol Value Units
Mean annual precipitation Pyear 1.1 m/y
Mean interval between events interarr 5 d
Number of downscalings of daily precip. ndown 5 -

Table 2: Parameters used to make the stochastic rainfall

Unlike the previous scenarios a more realistic scenario is approached, with variations of
soil moisture due to stochastic rainfall data set. The simulation is done for a 0.75 m deep
soil and with a litter fall that varies monthly (see right-hand side of figure 6) and without
considering evapotranspiration. For this scenario the leakage exponent is set at c = 3,
which is different from the previous scenarios (see table 1).

First of all, it is necessary to comment on the soil moisture series, illustrated in figure 13,
for which it can be observed that the soil moisture varies between values of approximately
0.83 and 1. For most of the time, with the exception of a few moments at the beginning
resulting from the initial conditions, the soil moisture is above the value of the soil field
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Figure 13: Scenario with s calculated from a stochastic rainfall, with ADD that varies monthly,
presence of LFe2+ , soil depth= 0.75 m, without evapotranspiration. Blue line is the time evolution
of soil moisture, black line is the soil field capacity.

capacity. A first consequence is that the functions g(s) (eq. (6)) and f(s) (eq. (5)) do
not take on constant values respectively of 1 and 0 this is because s > sfc. At peaks
of soil moisture, when it equals 1, oxidation OX is zero and reduction RED will be at
full capacity. Furthermore, covering the range between 0.83 and 1 and considering the
differences found in the previous scenarios for this soil moisture range different model
responses will alternate during the simulation.

In the Fe2+ dynamic it can be observed that several peaks occur along the simulations,
however Fe2+ fails to accumulate, and immediately after the peaks it falls. Oxidation
prevails over reduction, even though the soil moisture range is high. In fact, the times
when oxidation is greater than reduction are sufficient to consume almost all the Fe2+,
which may then rise again with another peak but will also be consumed. In general, the
Fe2+ concentrations reached are relatively low compared to those in the Calabrese and
Porporato [11] simulations.

As far as carbon dynamics are concerned, the behaviour is fluctuating, alternating be-
tween upward and downward peaks. On the other hand, it can be seen that BM is a
driver for Fe2+, since peaks of BM correspond to peaks of Fe2+.
ADD has an important influence on carbon in particular. Figure 15 shows the close con-
nection between ADD and carbon for a variable s scenario.

In order to obtain higher Fe2+ values and to ensure that it is not continually decreased
at minimum values, it is necessary to reduce oxidation by changing the kox parameter.
Figure 16 shows the results of a simulation with a kox 1000 times smaller (kox = 0.0432
1/d). It can be seen that the dynamics of Fe2+ are at higher values and that it can accu-
mulate at certain times. In the same figure, the great influence of ADD on the dynamics
of Fe2+ can also be seen. Carbon and BM undergo minor changes by changing the kox
and this is consistent with the fact that in the equations describing their dynamics the
oxidation term does not appear.
The next steps are to develop the model for a multi-layered soil and to interpret the
results by highlighting the similarities and differences between a model considering the
soil as a single reactor and the same model developed for a soil divided into layers.
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Figure 14: Scenario with s calculated from a stochastic rainfall, with ADD that varies monthly,
presence of LFe2+ , soil depth= 0.75 m, without evapotranspiration. Top: time evolution of Fe2+

- Center left: time evolution of C - Center right: time evolution of BM - Bottom left: time
evolution of OX - Bottom right: time evolution of RED.
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Figure 15: Scenario with s calculated from a stochastic rainfall, with ADD that varies monthly,
presence of LFe2+, soil depth= 0.75 m, without evapotranspiration. Effect of ADD on C.

Figure 16: Scenario with s calculated from a stochastic rainfall, with kox 1000 times smaller, with
ADD that varies monthly, presence of LFe2+, soil depth= 0.75 m, without evapotranspiration.
Top: time evolution of Fe2+ - Center left: time evolution of C - Center right: time evolution of
BM - Bottom: Effect of ADD on Fe2+.
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6 Multi-layers soil

Figure 17: Schematic representation of multi-layer soil.

6.1 Methodology

This section discusses the model implementation for a soil modeled with multiple layers.
The highlights and most important changes are clearly related to the transport and ex-
change that occurs between the different layers and related to how external inputs such
as precipitation, litter fall and evapotranspiration affect the soil.

A first parameter that undergoes a change is the term of leakage, in fact in a soil modeled
as a single reactor this was considered as a loss of water (L) that dragged with it a part of
Fe2+ (LFe2+), however in a multi-layered soil the leakage of the upper layer is transformed
into a gain of water for the lower layer. Here then is a first very simplistic concept of
fluxes between layers given by leakage. In addition, the rainfall will only act on the most
superficial layer, so for the lower layers the main source of water is the leakage of the
upper layers.
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Another term that undergoes changes is the litter fall ADD, this is because it falls from
above so only the upper layers are affected. A consequence of this change is the need to
include a transport term (a flow between layers) for carbon to the lower layers. Similarly
to ADD, evaporation and transpiration are also affected by multi-layered soil modeling
because they occur with greater intensity in the shallowest part of the soil. These changes
will be discussed in detail below.

6.2 Soil moisture dynamics reformulation

In the case of a modeled soil with several layers, the soil moisture equation remains the
same for the first layer (the shallowest one) however for the layers below the equation of
soil moisture dynamics changes. Rainfall only acts on the first layer, so from the second
layer there will be no a rainfall term (J) but it will be replaced by a water flow from the
layer above. This flow of water from the upper layer can be approximated to the loss of
water that the upper layer experiences through leakage. Another term that will no longer
be present is evaporation, which only occurs in the first layer, while transpiration will act
differently depending on the depth. Transpiration and evaporation will be discussed in
detail later.

Aware of the fact that a correct description of the hydrological process requires the full
solution of the Richards equations, in this theoretical work the fluxes and loss of water
are evaluated to satisfy the total mass balance equation: a sufficient condition that reflect
the aims of this work in qualifying (rather than quantifying) the effect of fluxes exchange.
A more rigorous approach from the point of view of the hydrodynamics will be adopted in
the section 6.5.5 where the soil moisture dynamics is simulated by the software HYDRUS
1D [30], [31].

In this design the dynamics of the layers below the surface layer are governed by the
following equation:

η ·D · dsi
dt

= Li−1 −Qi − Ti − Li (32)

where η is the soil porosity, D the layer thickness, Q the runoff and T the transpiration,
while Li−1 represents the water added from the upper layer and Li the water lost through
percolation/leakage. In a multi-layer soil the leakage becomes a transport term, it re-
mains a loss term for the layer considered but becomes an addition term for the lower
layer. The fluxes between layers are therefore modelled simplistically using leakage. This
transport term moves water from the upper layers to the lower layers, and in doing so
also creates a transfer of Fe2+ due to the LFe2+ parameter.

There is one particularity related to the term runoff Q to note. Because in the surface
layer it can be considered that this amount of water runs off to the surface but in the lower
layers this is not physically possible. However for the parameters used in this project this
aspect can be neglected, this volume of water represents a very small part of the entire
water balance. It would become a significant problem in the event of major rainfall or in
the case of modelling a soil with very thin layers. Moreover, other terms such as capillary
rise are not implemented in this model although they might take action in the case of a
soil with several layers.
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In this 1D lattice support, the general formulation of the reaction terms is the following:

dΘi

dt i
= Ri + Ti + Si (33)

where Θi refers to ta generic species modelled at the layer i. The term Ri contains all
the reaction terms while T and S represent transport and source or sink for the same
specie at the same layer i. The spatial coupling between the layers is given then by the
T transport which is promoted here to a fluxes Matrix by the following relation:

Ti =
∑
j

MijΘj (34)

where the elements Mij refers to the Φij fluxes between the layer i and j (in general not
necessarily adjacent). If a species is present only in the solid phase, its fluxes coefficient
will be identically zero. As anticipated before, in this work, only adjacent layers can
communicate as the leakage of the i layer is the positive flux of the i + 1 assuming
positive sign going along the depth. More complex and realistic Fluxes matrix can be
considered representing an interesting future perspective.

6.3 Litter fall reformulation and carbon flux

In a multi-layer soil, litter fall (ADD) only occurs in the most superficial part of the
modelled soil, in contrast to a soil modelled as a single reactor. This clearly creates an
imbalance between the amount of carbon in the upper and lower layers. In order to make
the "new model" more realistic and to have C substrate also in depth, it is necessary to
introduce a carbon transport term from the upper layers to the lower layers via leakage,
somewhat like the transport of Fe2+.
Arbitrarily, the layers directly affected by the litter fall term are those with an mean
depth of less than 20 cm, and all layers will be affected by the carbon transport term LC ,

LC = τ · L(s) · [C] = τ · L(s) · C

η · s ·D
(35)

which is proportional to the amount of carbon, C, and to the percolation rate, L(s).
Moreover η is the soil porosity, D the layer thickness, s the soil moisture and τ (= 0.08,
choosen value) is the fraction of organic carbon which is subjected to transport process.

In the case of the scenarios illustrated by figures 18, 20, 24 the soil is modelled with
10 layers of 10 cm thickness each, so the layers affected by litter fall are the two most
superficial layers.

6.4 Evaporation and transpiration reformulation

With regard to evaporation and transpiration, in a multi-layer soil it is necessary to
consider the differences that exist between the surface and deeper layers. The root zone
of plants is considered to extend only into the upper layers, so the model has to be
modified to differentiate between the layers, some of which are subject to transpiration
while others are not. Similarly, evaporation can only be taken into account for the
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superficial part of the soil. In order to do this, it is decided to apply evaporation only in
the shallowest layer.
In the framework of multi-layer simulations with evapotranspiration, transpiration is
modelled in such a way that it acts on the first 5 layers (50 cm) with decreasing intensity.
The first two layers will both take a 30% portion of the transpiration, the third 20%,
the fourth 15% and the fifth 5%. This is a rough assumption, what is important is to
consider the differences between the layers and to maintain a realistic water balance.

6.5 Scenario simulation and discussion

6.5.1 Multi-layer scenario without evaporation and transpiration

Figure 18 illustrates the results of a simulation carried out for a multi-layer soil with 10
layers of 10 cm thickness each, but without considering evaporation and transpiration
and therefore plant uptake. For this scenario the leakage exponent is set at c = 3, which
is different from the value used in the first simulations (see table 1). The simulation is
carried out for 10 years, Figure 18 shows an example of the evolution of soil moisture
along the simulation, to make the plot readable a limited time interval was chosen and
only 3 of the 10 layers of which the soil is composed. The numbering starts from the top
and colorbar represents different layers, the first layer is number 1 and the last layer is
number 10.

The litter fall that has been modelled as monthly variable as in the right part of fig-
ure 6 in the "new model" only affects layer 1 and layer 2 as they are the only ones
located at a depth of less than 20 cm. All layers, however, are affected by a carbon
transport term according to the equation 35.

Figure 18 shows the dynamics of Fe2+, C and BM for three different layers. There is
a difference between the behaviour of layer 2 and that of the other two layers illustrated.
As far as iron Fe2+ is concerned, the difference between the layers is linked to the magni-
tude of the values and the trend remains similar in the different layers. In layer 2, Fe2+
is present in greater quantity and then decreases in depth.

On the contrary, for carbon and biomass, the difference is also at the level of the trend.
While layer 2 shows a similar behaviour to that observed in the scenario of a soil as a
single reactor (figure 14), the trend is completely different for the other two layers, layers
4 and 8.

In the case of carbon, for layers 4 and 8, a decrease in concentration is observed un-
til close to zero and then an increasing trend is observed, which starts earlier for the
shallower layer. This growth behaviour can be traced back to the carbon transport term
(equation 35). Figure 19 shows the difference between the same layers simulated with
and without transport terms (fluxes). It can be seen that without fluxes, the carbon
concentrations of the lower layers are unable to rise again after falling (layer 4 and layer 8
curves without flows are superimposed). As far as layer 2 is concerned, it can be observed
that without fluxes the trend is similar but shifted generally downwards, but towards the
end of the simulation for some stretches also upwards.
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Figure 18: Multi-layer soil scenario with fluxes between layers, no evaporation and transpiration,
ADD varying monthly (only layer 2). Colorbar represents three different layers out of the 10
simulated, all 10 cm thick, numbered from top to bottom. Top: extract of soil moisture evolution
- Center left: time evolution Fe2+ - Center right: time evolution of C - Bottom: time evolution
of BM

With regard to biomass, despite the downward carbon fluxes, the amount of biomass
in the lower layers remains minimal and close to 0. On the other hand, for layer 2 the
biomass has a dynamic characterised by peaks alternating with moments of relaxation.

From this scenario it can therefore be seen that ADD plays a key role in the activity of
the layers. Layer 2 has a much higher activity than the lower layers, firstly because soil
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Figure 19: Comparison of carbon dynamic between multi-layer soil scenario with fluxes and the
same scenario without incoming Fe2+ and C fluxes.

moisture reaches higher values, so the reduction is more important (due to less oxygen),
but mainly because it has a more significant carbon source such as ADD. The carbon
flux ensures the presence of carbon in the lower layers but this does not allow the BM
and the production of Fe2+ to be raised, this suggests that carbon fluxes, as modelled,
are not a full substitute for ADD.

6.5.2 Multi-layer scenario with evaporation and transpiration

In this scenario a seasonal evapotranspiration is considered, modelled by means of a si-
nusoidal curve. The effective evapotranspiration in this scenario corresponds to 54% of
the precipitation and is divided between evaporation (32%) and transpiration (68%). As
explained above, evaporation affects only the superficial layer while transpiration acts on
the first 5 layers with different magnitude. Figure 22 shows the temporal evolution of
transpiration for layers 1,2,4,5. The litter fall only affects the first two layers and a flow
of carbon moves from the top to the bottom. For this scenario the leakage exponent is
set at c = 3, which is different from the value used in the first simulations (see table 1).

An extract of the soil moisture evolution for different layers can be seen in figure 20.
First of all, it can be seen that the deeper the layer, the more the soil moisture dynamics
are attenuated. The first layer is the one with the greatest variations because it is directly
affected by rainfall, evaporation and transpiration, while layer 8 is not directly affected
by evapotranspiration and rainfall. Layer 8 is only affected by the flow of water coming
from layer 7 and is therefore less subject to changes in soil moisture.
The dynamics of soil moisture and fluxes, which in this scenario are also influenced by
evapotranspiration, have repercussions on the dynamics of the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox couple,
carbon and biomass. Figure 20 shows the differences between layers 1, 2, 4 and 8, chosen
as a sample among the 10 simulated layers.
As far as Fe2+ is concerned, the greatest presence is observed in layer 2, mainly be-
cause soil moisture tends to decrease more in layer 1 (therefore more oxidation), while
the underlying layers reach lower peaks of soil moisture (therefore an environment with
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Figure 20: Multi-layer soil scenario with fluxes between layers, with evaporation and transpira-
tion, ADD varying monthly (only layers 1 and 2). Colorbar represents four different layers out
of the 10 simulated, all 10 cm thick, numbered from top to bottom. Top: extract of soil moisture
evolution - Center left: time evolution Fe2+ - Center right: zoomed time evolution of iron Fe2+

- Bottom left: time evolution C - Bottom right: time evolution BM.

more oxygen, more favourable to oxidation) and furthermore they do not undergo the
direct effect of litter fall, which, as explained, has an important role on the dynamics
of Fe2+. Similar behaviour is also observed for biomass, so again there is a strong link
between biomass and Fe2+, being BM is the population of bacteria that produces Fe2+.
For carbon, different trends are observed depending on the layers. In the first two lay-
ers, a dynamic characterised by continuous changes and alternating peaks and troughs is
observed, although layer two is also the most active layer for carbon, with larger carbon
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Figure 21: Dynamics layer 2 for a multi-layer soil scenario with fluxes between layers, with
evaporation and transpiration, ADD varying monthly.

Figure 22: Transpiration (left) and plant uptake (right) for a multi-layer soil scenario with fluxes
between layers, with evaporation and transpiration, ADD varying monthly.

values than the other layers. In layer four, which is an intermediate layer, a carbon fall is
initially observed, but then a growth is observed, mainly due to the fluxes coming from
the layers above. In layer 8, once the amount of carbon has fallen, it does not rise again
for the duration of the simulation.
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It may be interesting to look more closely at layer 2, where the amounts of carbon
and Fe2+ are higher, in fact figure 21 shows these two concentrations, soil moisture, tran-
spiration and litter fall, so it is possible to observe the reciprocal influence they may have
on each other. Carbon and Fe2+ would appear to respond in opposite ways to ecohydro-
logical conditions, in fact during periods when Fe2+ increases, carbon decreases, this is
because carbon is consumed during reduction.

What can be emphasised from the results of this simulation is that while in a soil mod-
elled as a single reactor the dynamics were varied and the same throughout the soil, in a
multi-layer soil the dynamics of the variables depend on the location of the layer itself.
There is therefore a zone where the activity of the Fe2+/Fe3+ cycle and Fe-reducers (BM)
is higher than in other zones. For the set of parameters used, and the way the initial
model was changed, the zone of greatest activity is layer 2 where soil moisture levels
reach sufficiently high peaks, creating sufficient anoxic conditions, which allow significant
activity of Fe-reducers with consequent production of Fe2+, and where soil moisture never
falls too low, thus limiting the effect of oxidation. In addition, this layer 2 has a carbon
source such as ADD which allows the concentrations of the variables to be increased,
which is consistent with the findings of Calabrese and Porporato [11].

6.5.3 Multi-layer scenario with evaporation and transpiration and uniform
ADD

In this scenario a seasonal evapotranspiration is considered, modelled by means of a
sinusoidal curve. The effective evapotranspiration in this scenario corresponds to 54% of
the precipitation and is divided between evaporation (32%) and transpiration (68%). As
explained above, evaporation affects only the superficial layer while transpiration acts on
the first 5 layers with different magnitude.
Figure 23 illustrates the results of the simulation carried out for a multi-layer soil com-
posed of 10 layers of 10 cm thickness each, considering an ADD that acts on all layers
and not just the first two. For this scenario the leakage exponent is set at c = 3, which
is different from the value used in the first simulations (see table 1).
Physically, the ADD would only fall in the first layers, but in this scenario it is taken into
account for all layers, as if there was a uniform distribution of this carbon source in the
soil.

In this case, it can be seen that, due to the presence of a carbon source (ADD), all layers
have a marked and varied activity. The result is a more homogeneous soil in terms of
species presence, even if the activation and activity of the layers has shifted over time. At
some times it is the upper layers that have the most activity, at other times it is the lower
layers. This is mainly driven by soil moisture, and to a small extent also by fluxes be-
tween layers. In fact the variations of soil moisture are smoothed at depth, in layer 1 both
the highest and lowest values of soil moisture are observed (due to the external inputs,
as rainfall, evaporation and transpiration) while in layer 8 the soil moisture is within
a smaller range and shows a smoothed dynamics. This behaviour due to the external
inputs acting differently on the different layers results in layer 1 being more saturated
at some times and layer 8 being more saturated at other times, implying that the high-
est soil activity is located at different depths depending on when the soil is being observed.

The result that the ADD is decisive within the model is repeated thanks to this sce-
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Figure 23: Multi-layer soil scenario with fluxes between layers, and considering seasonal evapo-
ration and transpiration, soil moisture varying, ADD varying monthly and uniform through the
soil. Colorbar represents four different layers out of the 10 simulated, all 10 cm thick, numbered
from top to bottom. Top: extract of soil moisture evolution - Center left: time evolution Fe2+

- Center right: zoomed time evolution of iron Fe2+ - Bottom left: time evolution C - Bottom
right: time evolution BM.

nario, in fact all layers have a marked activity. Layer 1 is the only exception, suffering
the effect of evaporation and transpiration for different periods soil moisture falls sig-
nificantly below soil field capacity levels, making oxidation more marked (due to the
increased presence of oxygen) and as the model is formulated, these periods of strong
oxidation significantly decrease BM and Fe2+.
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6.5.4 Limited oxidation multi-layer scenario

In this scenario the kox is 1000 times smaller (kox=0.0432 1/d). In the previous scenarios
one can see the difficulty of Fe2+ to accumulate, as soon as the soil moisture dropped
below a certain threshold the oxidation was sufficient to decrease Fe2+ almost to a mini-
mum. Therefore the kox is reduced in this scenario to simulate a soil limited in oxidation.
Scenario 6.5.2 has the same parameters except for a larger kox. The ADD acts on the
first two layers and evapotranspiration is present.

It can be seen that in this scenario, on the contrary to the scenario 6.5.2 all layers are
active on relatively high values, although in a different way.
As far as Fe2+ is concerned, it can be seen that layer 1 has lower concentrations, because
being subject to evaporation and transpiration the soil moisture is often at lower values
than in the other layers, so oxidation is greater. In the other layers, Fe2+ is at higher
values and a very varied dynamic can be observed, which cannot be attributed only to
variations in soil moisture and differences caused by litter fall. In this case the fluxes
between the layers have an important impact on the dynamics of Fe2+ . The carbon
dynamics remain similar but the biomass grows even in the deepest layers, which was not
the case with a greater kox.

With a smaller kox, which results in a limited oxidation scenario, Fe2+ has more varied dy-
namics and is able to accumulate for some periods unlike before. Fluxes assume a key role
in the dynamics of Fe2+ and BM, replacing the importance of ADD in the "activation"
of the lower layers. In this scenario the dynamics of the variables respond to changes in
soil moisture given by the hydrological components of the model and to changes in litter
fall regime, however, the fluxes between the different layers are responsible for behaviours
that cannot be explained by considering only soil moisture and litter fall. Figure 25 shows
the difference in the dynamics of the four study layers if the inflows fluxes are not taken
into account. For the first layer the two curves are perfectly superimposed since the most
superficial layer is not subject to fluxes from above. It can be seen that the dynamics
are very different for the lower layers, in particular for layer 8, peaks are reached that
would not be possible without the contribution of Fe2+ fluxes from the upper layers. In
this scenario, Fe2+ can be produced in one layer and then transported to another.

Therefore, according to the parameters used, the fluxes between the layers have more
or less importance for the dynamics of the variables. In such a scenario it becomes more
difficult to predict the temporal and spatial evolution of the variables without taking
into account all the components of the model. In the case of a field experiment or in
the laboratory a new calibration of the parameters can be decisive for the prediction and
description of the spatial and temporal patterns.
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Figure 24: Multi-layer soil scenario, with kox 1000 times smaller, with fluxes between layers, with
evaporation and transpiration, ADD varying monthly (only layers 1 and 2). Colorbar represents
four different layers out of the 10 simulated, all 10 cm thick, numbered from top to bottom. Top:
extract of soil moisture evolution - Center left: time evolution Fe2+ - Center right: zoomed time
evolution of iron Fe2+ - Bottom left: time evolution C - Bottom right: time evolution BM.
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Figure 25: Comparison of Fe2+ dynamic between multi-layer soil scenario, with kox 1000 times
smaller, with fluxes between layers, with evaporation and transpiration, ADD varying monthly
(only layers 1 and 2) and the same scenario without incoming fluxes. Top left: layer 1 - Top
right: layer 2 - Bottom left: layer 4 - Bottom right: layer 8.
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6.5.5 Multi-layer scenario with HYDRUS dataset

In this case the dataset is generated with the help of HYDRUS software. HYDRUS allows
to generate a set of soil moisture and fluxes for a multi-layered soil. This is extremely
interesting in the context of this project as it allows for a sequence of fluxes between
layers to which the model implemented for a multi-layered soil can be applied.

Figure 26: Soil moisture series for HYDRUS dataset scenario without evapotranspiration and
with ADD uniform through the soil. Colorbar represents different layers.

The results of the simulation with the soil moisture series in figure 26 are shown in figures
27 and 28. In contrast to the simulations previously presented, the following one is based
on a dataset covering a smaller period of time, namely 120 days and the portion of the
soil considered is smaller (0.4 m).

In this case, the ADD is constant and equal for all layers, as if the soil had been mixed
before the experiment and evapotranspiration is not considered. First of all, it should
be noted that soil moisture is often below the soil field capacity (sfc = 0.8) where re-
duction does not take place because f(s) is equal to 0 and where oxidation is at full
capacity because g(s) is equal to 1. Only occasionally due to some peaks does soil mois-
ture exceed the soil field capacity, at which time reduction starts and oxidation is limited.

These soil moisture behaviours are reflected in the Fe2+ dynamics in the form of peaks
and depending on the depth (i.e. the layer considered), the peaks are of different intensity.
The deeper the layer and the lower the peaks, the more superficial layers being directly
touched by the rain reach higher peaks of soil moisture, the quantity of oxygen is less due
to the water present in the soil and therefore the oxidation decreases and the reduction
increases. In the lower layers this phenomenon is attenuated as the soil moisture reaches
lower values. Not considering the evapotranspiration the only external input is the rain-
fall and that is why the dynamics of the soil moisture is very similar among all layers if
not for an attenuation of the variations going down in depth.

Figure 28 shows the soil profile and the values of Fe2+, C, BM and soil moisture as
a function of depth during one of the soil moisture peak and at the end of the same soil
moisture peak (end of the decreasing edge). It can be seen that Fe2+ is mainly affected
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by a spatial trend change, while C and BM maintain the same trend during and after the
peak. During the peak, Fe2+ is higher in the surface layers, decreases going deeper until
it is constant between the last layers. After the peak, the difference between the layers is
smaller, but it can be seen that initially the amount of Fe2+ increases as you go deeper
(up to 10 cm), and then starts to decrease as you go deeper. After the peak, the amount
of Fe2+ at a depth of 4cm is less than that observed at 10cm and 20cm. Fe2+ reflects the
behaviour of soil moisture, which also increases during the peak as it goes deeper, but
after the peak it is higher in the middle depths than at the surface.

Concerning C and BM, it is interesting to note that the two variables behave in op-
posite and mirror-like ways, their behaviour is mainly driven by soil moisture and to a
lesser extent by fluxes.

Figure 29 shows the simulation results for the same soil moisture but with a kox 50
times smaller and an Fer 3 times larger. This change has a direct effect on the oxidation
rate and indirectly on the other variables. The greatest differences are observed in the
dynamics of Fe2+ and Fe3+, with Fe2+ taking on larger values and the smearing within
the Fe3+ dynamics becoming more significant and visible.

Furthermore, if the "Fe2+ vs s" curve of the two simulations is compared, it can be
seen that between the initial case (figure 27) and the case with a smaller oxidation rate
(figure 29), the relationship between Fe2+ and s follows two different trends. In the initial
case the "Fe2+ vs s" curve shows an almost exponential relationship (figure 27) for which
given a value of s it is possible to estimate the value of Fe2+, while in the case of a smaller
oxidation rate a very different form of the "Fe2+ vs s" curve is observed for which, within
a single cycle, given a value of s there are two very different values of Fe2+ (figure 29).

In this model oxidation prevails over reduction, Fe2+ does not accumulate this even
by limiting the oxidation rate. Comparing these two "HYDRUS" scenarios to the other
multi-layers scenario, despite a much shorter simulation duration, it can seen much less
diversity between the dynamics of the different layers, because there are no the external
inputs of evaporation, transpiration and there is an equal ADD for all layers. This means
that, for the parameters used in this scenario, the fluxes between layers alone can not
break the pattern given by soil moisture, which is the main driver of the system in this
case.

Before to conclude this section, it is important to mention at this point that the effect of
internal fluxes that activate bottom layers on different timing can be analytically handled
by the same instability analysis performed in chapter 4. The spatial formulation of the
soil as a sequence of layers can be generalised by including spatial heterogeneity, gas
exchange and preferential flow paths, suggesting that a network support instead of a 1D
lattice could represent a better realisation of the support. It has been proved in [32] [33]
that, in this context, the instability analysis can be easily extended to the case of reaction
dispersion system hosted on directed networks. For this purpose, the full knowledge of
the elements of the flux matrix Mij, (most of the time available only with a tracer
experiment [34]), is necessary as its eigenvalues drives the condition to let the instability
to evolve.
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Figure 27: HYDRUS dataset scenario, with ADD = 0.1 [g/kg/d] constant in all layers, flux
between layers from the HYDRUS dataset. Colorbar represents different layers. Top left: time
evolution of Fe2+ - Top right: zoomed time evolution of Fe2+ - Center left: time evolution of C
- Center right: time evolution of BM - Bottom: extract of "Fe2+ vs s" curve for layer 3.
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Figure 28: HYDRUS dataset scenario, with ADD = 0.1 [g/kg/d] constant in all layers, flux
between layers from the HYDRUS dataset. Colorbar represents different time (durign peak, after
peak). Top left: spatial evolution of s - Top right: spatial evolution Fe2+ - Bottom left: spatial
evolution of C - Bottom right: spatial evolution of BM.
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Figure 29: HYDRUS dataset scenario, with k0X 50 times smaller and Fe2r 3 times greater,
with ADD = 0.1 [g/kg/d] constant in all layers, flux between layers from the HYDRUS dataset.
Colorbar represents different layers. Top left: time evolution of Fe2+ - Top right: time evolution
of Fe3+ - Center left: time evolution of C - Center right: time evolution of BM - Bottom: extract
of "Fe2+ vs s" curve for layer 3.
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7 Redox potential dynamics
In the previous sections the flexibility of the model were exploited by exploring possible
outputs that correspond to scenarios where different inputs of rainfall/drainage regime
and carbon supply were imposed. This kind of "boundary conditions" can be plausibly
applied to either experimental field and laboratory conditions and the spatial and tem-
poral evolution of the concentrations that can be obtained from the model can provide
a guide in interpreting data already collected or in planning new experiments or field
campaigns.

As anticipated in the introduction, the interplaying between climate change, rainfall
regime, soil respiration and microbial activity is as intimate as it is complex to study and
even more complicated to predict. However, when measures of the redox potential are
feasible and available in specific and well controlled environmental conditions, they can
be useful in identifying which is the leading reaction occurring in a specific space-time
location of the soil.

Redox potential measures the tendency of a specific portion of the soil to donate (or
accept) electrons through the embedding environment. Practically, it describes the stress
to which a given microbial community is subjected and gives information on which type
of metabolism is promoted and which is inhibited.

For a couple of two species involved in a redox reaction:

Ox + ne− ↔ Red (36)

where Ox and Red are the oxidized and reduced species respectively and n is the number
of electrons e, exchanged, the redox potential is computed by the Nerst equation:

Eh(t) = Eh0 − KT

ne
ln

[Ox(t)]

[Red(t)]
(37)

where K is the Faraday constant, T the temperature and Eh0 the standard electrode po-
tential referred to that specific reaction when measured in a standard solution of molecular
hydrogen. The squared brakets [.] are the "activity" of the two species, a quantity that
can be directly related to the concentration itself of the two species. It is clear that
its time evolution is governed by the time evolution of the two redox species. Indeed,
under the assumption that in a specific region of the soil the occurring leading reaction
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is the dissimilatory reduction, it is possible to take advantage of the model developed to
describe which redox potential rate change is expected.

Interesting results can be drawn from the data set of a column experiment performed
by master’s student Ivan Retti under the supervision of Prof. Rizlan Bernier-Latmani at
EPFL, available for the ECHO group.

7.1 Column experiment

The experiment involved a lysimeter filled with soil where weekly cycles of rainfall and
drainage were applied. The system was equipped of: a shower on the top where rainwater
was irrigated, four soil moisture sensors placed at different depths and six redox probes
placed at 6 different depths. The system was drained by applying a negative pressure
from the bottom at pressure of ' -60 KPa. Samples of collected water from the bottom
have been analysed to monitor the increasing concentration of iron(II), nitrate, nitrite,
sulfide and ammonium involved in the different microbial metabolism. The cycles alter-
nate periods of saturated condition (7 day) to fast drainage phases (3.5 days). The aim of
the experiment was to monitor the fluctuations of redox potential and relate them to soil
moisture fluctuation and saturation level. Combining the redox readers with the samples
collected at the bottom, they tried to evaluate the impact of soil moisture dynamics on
the evolution of the microbial community and, more precisely, to identify which was the
dominant respiration occurring.

The microbial community has been previously doped by initially saturating the soil col-
umn with rainwater with high concentration of dissolved organic carbon (precisely, cel-
lobiose in concentration specified by [35], [36]), and the experiment was thought to be
divided in two macro phases: the first four cycles without any carbon supply while for the
last four cycles, 20 cm of litter has been added on top of the first layer. It is important to
notice that after that carbon was mended on the top, the concentration of Fe2+ sampled
in the out flowing water started to increase significantly.

For the reason above, the data collected and shown in figure 30 and 31 represent a valid
data set of a space-time series of soil moisture and redox potential measured at the same
time.

By neglecting the slow negative drift during the saturated period, soil moisture’s sensor
in figure 30 showed a similar behavior at all the depths. Thus, at this step, we can refer to
the system as a single reactors. While for the redox series shown in figure 31, a common
pattern is evident and further three different trends can be easily recognised. Indeed,
all the sensors are sensitive to the alternation oxic/anoxic condition which means that
both oxidation phase (where redox potential drops up) and reductant phase (where redox
potential drops down) are almost instantaneously triggered by soil moisture fluctuations.
The different trends, instead, are summarised as follow:

• Sensors in the middle layers oscillate in a synchronized manner and within the same
range of redox potential.

• The sensor at the bottom is the first that decay to lower values during a saturation
period.
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Figure 30: soil moisture from Ivan experiment: time series of soil moisture sensor: the color
map goes from the darkest (top layer) to the lightest (bottom layer). During the saturated period,
the lysimeter was closed on the top and the bottom to prevent water loss. However, a negative
drift is evident but the saturation level still remained above its soil field capacity estimated around
0.8

Figure 31: Redox time series from Ivan experiment: the color map goes from the darkest (top
layer) to the lightest (bottom layer). There is a clear one-to-one relation between soil moisture
profile and redox changes before the first 800 hours. Then bottom layer is then the first more
affected by anaerobic respiration and the top layer is the second one.

• The sensor at the top is the second one that decay to lower value during a saturation
period.

7.2 Theoretical prediction of redox rate change

By choosing, thus, the series of the sensor nr. 3 at 30 cm depth and smoothed it to remove
aberrant value prior to use as input of the model, the rate in change of the simulated
redox potential will be compared to the one obtained from the data. Performing the time
derivative of eq. (37) it is possible then to compare the numerical derivative of the redox
time series of sensor 5 with the term:

Ėh(t) ∝


[

˙Fe3+
]

[Fe3+]
−

[
˙Fe2+
]

[Fe2+]

→ γ

(
RED

α1

− OX

α2

)
(38)
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where the terms RED and OX are the one defined in the model by eq. (1) and the
coefficient γ, α1 and α2 are calibration parameters at this stage.

The comparison between the result obtained from the model by eq. (38) and the layer 5
and 6 are shown in figure 32.

Figure 32: redox rate change: comparison between experimental data of layer 5 (cyan), 6 (blue)
and the model (red) line.

For this comparison, a value for kox 1000 times smaller has been chosen as already no-
ticed in the previous sections since the original value corresponded to a too fast oxidising
environment where practically no Fe2+ can be accumulated.

The agreement between the model and the time derivative of redox probes readings for
the two chose layers highlights the pros and cons of this strategy.

The model seems to properly catch the right timing of the major positive-negative peaks
in the redox rate change. This is not surprising as these peaks reflect the rapid change
between oxic/anoxic conditions that are well described by the modulating functions f(s)
and g(s) that promotes/inhibits the reduction/oxidation cycles due to low/high oxygen
availability. However, the model is not able to describe the series of smaller and more
frequent peaks and it cannot catch the slowly negative jump (corresponding to a positive
drop in the time derivative plot) that the bottom layer experienced at the time around
1000 hours during a period of fully saturated conditions.

The reason is obvious and it lies in the fact that the importance of Fe3+ reduction is
overestimated. Indeed this is a general drawback of the model as it is absolutely not con-
textualised in a more complex redox framework where prior to the Fe3+ consumption,
other electron acceptors (O2 and NO3) are previously consumed [3]. All these species
are involved in coupled redox reactions and they are affected by the same alternance
of oxic/anoxic condition. This type of issue can be handled by extending the proposed
model to include the other alternative metabolism with a similar scheme of coupled ODEs.

Reminding then that the soil moisture profiles for all the layers exhibit a similar behav-
ior, the question why exactly the bottom layer is the first experiencing this jump is the
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hardest to answer, especially if we consider how the experiment has been carried out.
The soil has been mixed prior to filling the column to reduce initial spatial heterogeneity
in the microbial community. The irrigation has been always performed from the top as
the new carbon supply after the fourth cycle has been added on top of the first layer.
However, the last and deepest layer was the first that has been activated. The most
plausible explanation is that this is a mark of the effects of the inner fluxes and the ex-
istence of preferential flow paths by which a non-negligible fraction of initially irrigated
dissolved organic carbon fastly reaches the bottom layer (and sediment also) doping mi-
crobial community enough to consume O2 and nitrate faster than the other layers.

Quantifying the existence of such preferential flow paths, although not sensibly revealed
by soil moisture sensors, and how they impact solute transport requires a full control of
the fluxes and the transport process occurring along the depth of the lysimeter which has
been theoretically investigated in this work and represent an interesting future perspective
from the point of view of applicability to real experimental data.
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8 Conclusion
The model for the "Dissimilatory" Fe2-Fe3 reduction presented by Calabrese and Por-
porato has been formulated and qualitatively studied by means of an instability analysis
conducted on the Carbon/Biomass pair in its "single layer" formulation that consider soil
as a single bioreactor. The results showed that the system can exhibit inner fluctuations
even for constant environmental conditions, that are triggered by the nested nonlinear
behaviour of the two species. The stationary solutions depend on soil moisture and litter
fall (ADD) dynamics, which also play a role in the type of convergence or non-convergence
of the variables towards them.

Soil moisture proves to be an important driver within the dynamics and this is taken into
account through modulating functions representing the amount of oxygen within the soil
that promotes/inhibits the oxidation and the reduction rate. ADD also plays a key role,
and its seasonal/monthly evolution is reflected within the dynamics of Fe2+, C and BM.

The model has been then adapted to simulate a multi-layer soil by considering explicit
spatial effects on the dynamics. Here, rainfall is supposed to affect only on the first layer,
same as evapotranspiration that acts more on the surface part of the soil and litter fall,
a source of carbon, is only present in the upper layers. The novelty of this work is then
represented by the implementation of fluxes that occur between layers.

The multi-layer soil simulations carried out showed that for the set of parameters used,
different soil depth reactive on different timing and all of them are strongly influenced by
soil moisture and litter fall.

Precisely, the hydrological components such as rainfall and evapotranspiration are re-
flected in the dynamics of soil moisture. Here, the most reactive soil areas are those
where soil moisture experience high peaks, most of the time close to full saturation.
Layers with periods of low soil moisture level, such as the most superficial layer, are
characterized by a strong oxidation and do not allow the Fe2+ to reach high values and
accumulate as it happens in the most active layers.

Layers with a less varied soil moisture dynamics instead, such as deeper layers, fail to
activate due to an environment not sufficiently reducing and especially due to the lack of
litter fall. By homogenizing the space carbon source availability, lower layers also have a
much stronger dynamic and the soil becomes active in all its zones at different times with
different but comparable intensities. When considering only rain, without considering
evapotranspiration and with an equal ADD throughout the soil, the dynamics respond
essentially to soil moisture variations.
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Scenario Description

No evapotranspiration, ADD first 2
layer, kox greater

Soil moisture similar in all layers,
dynamics more active in layers with
ADD. ADD is the main driver.

Yes evapotranspiration, ADD first 2
layer, kox greater

Soil moisture dynamics attenuated
by going deep, increased activity
where there is ADD and soil mois-
ture is high (layer 2). One part of
the soil is very active (layer 2), the
rest is not very active.

Yes evapotranspiration, ADD uni-
form, kox greater

All soil is active, but at different
times depending on the different soil
moisture dynamics.

Yes evapotranspiration, ADD first 2
layer, kox smaller

The whole soil is active. Fluxes are
important, dynamics cannot be ex-
plained based on soil moisture dy-
namics and ADD alone.

No evapotranspiration, ADD uni-
form, kox greater

The main driver is soil moisture
which is similar in all layers with
a slight attenuation going deeper.
Fluxes do not break the pattern
given by soil moisture.

Table 3: Multi-layer scenarios summary

Interesting, by decreasing the oxidation rate parameter, kox, it is possible to observe
how the flows between the layers assume importance and become determinants in order
to describe the spatial and temporal evolution of the variables. In fact, some behaviours
cannot be explained only with the help of the soil moisture series and the ADD regime
contrary to what predicted and expected in the single layer formulation. The overall
behaviors for the multilayer’s version is summarised in table 3.

Finally, we took advantage of the simulations by feeding the model with a real time series
of soil moisture levels measured at different depths in a lysimeter experiment to predict
the time evolution of Fe2+, Fe3+, carbon and biomass concentrations. The simulated
redox reaction can be related to the rate of change of redox potential and the output
of the model has been compared to the time series of redox readings measured at dif-
ferent depths during the same experiments. The comparison between the data and the
model highlights the power of the model in catching the rapid switch between oxic/anoxic
conditions but showed also its weakness in simplifying the complex dynamics occurring
in the soil in conditions of constant saturation level. However, the data of the redox
profile showed different patterns for different depths in a counterintuitive manner. This
discrepancy can be handled with the "multilayer" formulation of the model after a proper
description of the internal fluxes occurring into the lysimeter representing an interesting
future perspective of the current work.
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